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Abstract

The proposed supervisory control system (SCS) uses a control map to maximize the powertrain efficiency
of a hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) in real-time. The paper presents the methodology and structure of the
control, including a novel, comprehensive and unified expression for the overall powertrain efficiency that
considers the engine-generator set and the battery in depth as well as the power electronics. A control
map is then produced with instructions for the optimal power share between the engine branch and battery
branch of the vehicle such that the powertrain efficiency is maximized. This map is computed off-line and
can thereafter be operated in real-time at very low computational cost. A charge sustaining factor is also
developed and introduced to ensure the SCS operates the vehicle within desired SOC bounds. This SCS is
then tested and benchmarked against two conventional control strategies in a high-fidelity vehicle model,
representing a series HEV. Extensive simulation results are presented for repeated cycles of a diverse range
of standard driving cycles, showing significant improvements in fuel economy (up to 20%) and less aggressive
use of the battery.

Keywords: supervisory control, energy management, hybrid electric vehicle, energy efficiency, off-line
control

1. Introduction1

Over the past decade there has been an increasing2

awareness of climate change and growing concerns3

regarding air pollution and the finite supply of fossil4

fuels. As a result, the whole automotive sector has5

seen the start of a historical transition towards the6

electrification of vehicle fleets. This effort has seen7

growing collaboration and understanding between8

manufacturers, regulators and researchers to deliver9

vehicle technologies that are not only environment-10

friendly but also commercially viable. This transi-11

tion is therefore expected to depend significantly on12

the hybrid electric vehicle (HEV), which is seen by13

some as a stepping stone while others consider it a14

solution in its own right [1, 2]. It is predicted that15

by 2020 approximately 18% of new vehicles sold in16

Europe, and 7% in the US, will be HEVs (while17
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the estimates are 8% and 2% respectively for pure18

electric vehicles) [3]. It is therefore of significant19

interest to study how improvements in HEV per-20

formance can be made.21

Of particular interest is the energy management22

problem, which involves determining the optimal23

power allocation between multiple sources in the24

powertrain. The supervisory control system (SCS)25

of the vehicle is responsible for addressing this prob-26

lem with respect to vehicle constraints. The topic27

has been studied for the past decade and a vast28

range of SCSs have been proposed in the literature,29

ranging from rule-based to optimization-based so-30

lutions [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. However, most SCSs of31

the latter nature involve significant amount of com-32

putation and therefore they are not implementable33

in real-time. Nevertheless, these can serve as im-34

portant benchmarks to identify a globally optimal35

solution. Past work has generally applied dynamic36

programming [10, 11] in this pursuit but more re-37

cently convex optimization [12, 13, 14] has emerged38

as a potent option.39
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Figure 1: Overview of the architecture of the modelled series HEV.

Various types of equivalent consumption min-40

imization strategies (ECMS) have been pursued41

[15, 16] for all types of HEVs, as they are computa-42

tionally feasible in real-time and have been shown43

to achieve good fuel economy. However, the success44

of the ECMS is quite sensitive to the equivalence45

factor between fuel and battery charge that de-46

pends on driving cycle and other changing factors.47

An alternative approach to minimizing equivalent48

fuel consumption is to maximize the powertrain ef-49

ficiency. This has the advantage of not only being50

more intuitive but also less sensitive to tuning, as51

the component efficiencies are often readily avail-52

able unlike equivalence factors. Also, this method53

is more transparent in the sense that it can be un-54

derstood where the various losses are occurring in55

the powertrain. Furthermore, this control method56

does not rely on future driving information but only57

on the instantaneous power demanded for the vehi-58

cle to follow any given speed profile. Therefore, it59

can be implemented in real-time at low computa-60

tional cost.61

Past work that has taken the approach of consid-62

ering the powertrain efficiency has often focused on63

the optimization of the internal combustion engine64

(ICE) or the engine-generator set, as a vast ma-65

jority of the powertrain losses occurs there. Con-66

sequently, this often results in the battery dynam-67

ics and losses being considered very crudely, if not68

neglected. Instead the battery is only considered69

when applying constraints on the control, typically70

to ensure the SOC remains between a defined up-71

per and lower bound. Some work investigates the72

overall powertrain efficiency but uses it to derive73

heuristic control rules rather than an efficiency-74

maximizing objective function [17, 18, 19]. Other75

work studies the powertrain efficiency in depth to76

inform the control algorithm (without specifically77

optimizing efficiency) and then evaluates simulation78

results rigorously [20, 21]. The proposed work takes79

a holistic approach and investigates the efficiency of80

the whole powertrain in depth before producing a81

control map such that the total efficiency is contin-82

uously locally maximized during driving (subject to83

SOC constraints). The implementation of SCSs us-84

ing control maps has been done in the past as well85

[22]. These maps are easy to implement and can86

be read during driving in real-time with very lim-87

ited processing requirements. Also, as the maps are88

precomputed off-line, there is practically no time-89

constraint on the optimization algorithm to maxi-90

mize the efficiency.91

The control strategy proposed in this paper is92

an evolution of the algorithm presented in [23, 24].93

The main advances involve improvements in the94

methodology for determining the powertrain effi-95

ciency and condensing of the algorithm into a sim-96

pler form without loss of performance. Although97

the method and structure of the proposed control98

strategy is applicable to HEVs of any architecture,99

it has been implemented for a series HEV in this100

work, using the dynamical vehicle model described101

in [25]. This high-fidelity physics-based model al-102

lows complex transient behavior throughout the103

powertrain, unlike most models that are based on104

steady-state operation, and thus provides validity105

to the obtained results. However, due to the com-106

plexity of the vehicle model, it hasn’t been feasible107

to compute a global optimal control solution for108

benchmarking purposes. Instead, the proposed SCS109

has been benchmarked against two conventional se-110

ries HEV control strategies: the Thermostat Con-111

trol Strategy (TCS) and the Power Follower Control112

Strategy (PFCS). These are widely used as bench-113

marks in literature for series HEVs.114

In the next section the vehicle model is intro-115

duced and Section 3 analyzes the powertrain to de-116

termine the efficiencies of the energy sources. This117

analysis forms the foundation for the SCSs dis-118

cussed in Section 4. Results are presented in Sec-119

tion 5 where the performance in terms of power pro-120

files, SOC and fuel economy are discussed. Finally121

conclusions are given in Section 6.122
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Nomenclature

ηCS charge sustaining objective function

ηdcdc DC-DC converter efficiency

ηICE ICE efficiency

ηPS PS efficiency

ηrec rectifier efficiency

ηre SS replenishing efficiency

ηSS SS efficiency

ηtot combined efficiency of PS and SS

ωICE,opt optimal ICE speed for given load

ωICE ICE speed

Ibat battery current

k charge sustaining factor

Meq normalized equivalent fuel consumption

meq equivalent fuel consumption

mf mass of fuel consumed by ICE

Pbat battery power

Pch scaling factor for PFCS

PPL PL power

PPS,opt PS power at its optimal operating point

PPS PS power

PSS SS power

Q consumed battery charge

QHV lower heating value of diesel

sc charging equivalence factor

sd discharging equivalence factor

SOC state-of-charge

SOCL lower threshold of SOC

SOCU upper threshold of SOC

TICE ICE torque

u power share factor

uopt optimal power share factor

v correction factor for SS efficiency

Vbat,OC battery open circuit voltage

Vbat battery voltage

Vdc DC bus voltage

η∗SS SS discharging efficiency

ECMS Equivalent Consumption Minimization
Strategy

EMCSM Efficiency Maximizing and Charge Sus-
taining Map

EMM Efficiency Maximizing Map

EUDC Extra-Urban Driving Cycle

EZ exponential zone

FTP-75 Federal Test Procedure 75

HEV hybrid electric vehicle

ICE internal combustion engine

NYCC New York City Cycle

PFCS Power Follower Control Strategy

PL Propulsion Load (inverter, PMSM and
vehicle load)

PMSG permanent magnet synchronous genera-
tor

PMSM permanent magnet synchronous motor

PS Primary Source (ICE, PMSG and recti-
fier)

SCS supervisory control system

SS Secondary Source (battery and DC-DC
converter)

TCS Thermostat Control Strategy

2. Vehicle Model123

The SCSs presented in this work are designed124

and tested in the dynamic vehicle model described125

in [25]. The model consists of a series hybrid pow-126

ertrain arrangement as shown in Fig. 1, and its127

parameter set is representative of general-purpose128

passenger cars. This dynamic model is capable of129

realistic transient response in the frequency range130

appropriate for standard driving. The powertrain131

of the vehicle includes the motor-set which is an in-132

verter driven Permanent Magnet Synchronous Mo-133

tor (PMSM), mechanically connected to the wheels134

of the car via a continuously variable transmission.135

The motor-set driving the car is the Propulsion136
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Figure 2: Block diagram showing the interconnection of the ICE, PMSG, rectifier, battery, DC/DC converter, inverter, PMSM
and car, and the related control loops. Subscripts g, m and ref correspond to ‘generator’, ‘motor’ and ‘reference’. The diagram
provides an overview of the integrated control of the vehicle, but does not aim to comprehensively present and define the
vehicle. Relevant variables are defined when used in this paper while details of the full model are available in [25].

Load (PL) and is powered by a Primary Source137

of energy (PS) and a Secondary Source of energy138

(SS), all connected to a common DC bus from which139

energy transfer takes place. The PS consists of140

a turbocharged 2.0L diesel ICE, mechanically cou-141

pled to a Permanent Magnet Synchronous Gener-142

ator (PMSG) which is electrically connected to a143

three-phase rectifier. The SS contains a lithium-144

ion battery connected to a bi-directional DC-DC145

converter. Regenerative braking is possible by the146

PMSM behaving as a PMSG while capturing the147

kinetic energy from the wheels and converting it to148

electrical energy, which then gets stored in the SS.149

The interaction of the three branches and the over-150

all component control scheme are shown in Fig. 2.151

The role of the SCS is to determine the two sig-152

nals at the far left of the diagram: the reference153

power for the PS (PPSref ) and the reference speed154

of the ICE (ωICEref ). The vehicle reference for-155

ward speed (ucarref ) is set according to the speed156

profile the vehicle is desired to follow, and in the157

present work the DC bus voltage reference (Vdcref )158

is set to be constant at 700 V.159

3. Powertrain Efficiency Analysis160

To facilitate the SCS in deciding how to manage161

the energy sources, it is important that the power-162

train efficiencies are well understood. This section163

will begin by analysing the PS followed by the SS,164

before formulating the unified overall powertrain ef-165

ficiency.166

3.1. Primary Source of Energy167

The PS consists of three components and its over-168

all efficiency can be determined by studying the169

component efficiencies. The energy of the PS orig-170

inates from the fuel powering the ICE, where the171

chemical energy is converted to mechanical energy.172

The efficiency of this process is defined by173

ηICE =
TICEωICE

ṁf ·QHV
, (1)174

where TICE and ωICE are the torque and speed of175

the ICE respectively, ṁf is the fuel mass flow rate176

and QHV is the lower heating value of the fuel. The177

PS then uses the PMSG to convert the above to178

electrical energy, and the efficiency of this process179

is given by180

ηg =
3
2 (vqgiqg + vdgidg)

TICEωICE
, (2)181

where vdg, idg, vqg and iqg represent d-q volt-182

ages and currents respectively corresponding to the183

three-phase output of the PMSG. Lastly, the en-184

ergy flows through the rectifier at a fixed efficiency185

of ηrec = 94.6% [26]. The overall energy of the PS186

is therefore defined as the product of these three187

efficiencies188

ηPS = ηICEηgηrec =
3
2 (vqgiqg + vdgidg) · ηrec

ṁf ·QHV
(3)189

which can be simplified and expressed as190

ηPS(PPS , ωICE) =
PPS

ṁf(PPS , ωICE) ·QHV
, (4)191
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Figure 3: PS efficiency, ηPS , for varying PS power demand,
PPS , and engine speed, ωICE .

in which PPS is the PS power at the DC-link.192

Thus, for any given PPS the efficiency ηPS can be193

determined by measuring the fuel rate ṁf , which194

will not only depend on PPS but also ωICE. To in-195

vestigate the impact of these variables on the PS ef-196

ficiency for any given power demand, a test-model is197

used to load the PS with a varying amount of power198

for a certain engine speed (ωICE) to measure the199

generated power together with the fuel consump-200

tion under steady-state conditions. Tests are per-201

formed for power demands from PPSmin = 0 kW to202

PPSmax = 34 kW in 1 kW increments and engine203

speeds from 1000 RPM to 2275 RPM in 25 RPM204

increments. The results (Fig. 3) demonstrate that205

the PS is generally more efficient at higher levels of206

power demand and that the maximum efficiency is207

found at 22 kW at 1700 RPM. It is worth noting208

that there is a local maximum at 20 kW at 1900209

RPM as well. This dual maxima phenomenon oc-210

curs due to the superpositioning of the dynamics of211

the ICE and PMSG. The envelope of the efficiency212

map is determined by feasibility of the ICE. The213

omitted data points at very low power requirements214

are either not operationally feasible or the model is215

not validated in that range. Furthermore, the en-216

gine has an internal control constraint for the air217

fuel ratio that essentially limits the power output218

at any engine speed, in order to reduce emissions219

[25].220

In can be noted in (4) that the expression for221

ηPS is a function of ωICE as well as PPS . However,222

with the obtained efficiency map in Fig. 3 we can223

now determine the optimal ωICE for a given PPS224

such that ηPS is maximized. This relationship, as225

shown in Fig. 4 is independent of any choice by the226

SCS and can therefore be used in the optimization227
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Figure 4: Engine speed ωICE for varying power requirements
of the PS, PPS , for maximum PS efficiency.

problem. The expression for ηPS can thus simply228

be expressed as229

ηPS(PPS) =
PPS

ṁf(PPS) ·QHV
. (5)230

3.2. Secondary Source of Energy231

Strictly speaking, the SS is an energy buffer,232

rather than an energy source. It receives energy233

from the PS either directly (by charging) or in-234

directly (by regenerative braking). It is therefore235

not straightforward to express the efficiency as an236

instantaneous value. The conventional approach237

is to express it as the energy charge-discharge238

efficiency[27], defined as239

ηbat,c−d =
Edischarge

Echarge
, (6)240

where the two energies are defined for the same241

SOC. Other alternatives include the expression of242

efficiency as the coulombic efficiency or the voltaic243

efficiency [28]. However, they all suffer from an in-244

accuracy: the underlying assumption of these types245

of efficiency is that the battery will be charged and246

discharged at the same power level. Consequently,247

when evaluating the efficiency of the battery at a248

discharge of, e.g. 10 kW as compared to 20 kW, it is249

not the actual instantaneous efficiency being com-250

pared, but rather it is a comparison with two differ-251

ent assumptions being made for the two cases. The252

assumptions are that the battery was charged with253

10 kW in the past if discharging at 10 kW, and 20254

kW if discharging at 20 kW. Clearly the past charg-255

ing should be already fixed, and not determined by256

present and future discharging levels. To address257

this, the efficiency is separated into charging effi-258

ciency and discharging efficiency, where the former259
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is defined as260

ηbat,c =
Pbat−charge

Pbat−in
=

Vbat,OC · Ibat
Vbat · Ibat

=
Vbat,OC

Vbat
,

(7)261

in which Pbat−charge is the rate at which energy262

is being stored in the battery. This power is ob-263

tained by multiplying the current, Ibat, with the264

open-circuit voltage of the battery, Vbat,OC . Pbat−in265

corresponds to the power sent to the battery at its266

ports, while Vbat is the voltage at the same ports.267

Similarly the discharging efficiency can be formu-268

lated as269

ηbat,d =
Pbat−out

Pbat−discharge
=

Vbat · Ibat
Vbat,OC · Ibat

=
Vbat

Vbat,OC
,

(8)270

where Pbat−out is the power delivered by the battery271

at its ports, and Pbat−discharge is the power con-272

sumed by the battery internally. The latter power is273

obtained by multiplying the current with the open-274

circuit voltage of the battery.275

As the objective is to eventually compare the ef-276

ficiency of the PS and SS, it is not sufficient to277

only consider the discharging efficiency of the SS278

as it neglects the future losses from replenishing279

the consumed SOC. This can be best addressed by280

including a correction factor ηre reflecting the av-281

erage efficiency associated with the PS replenishing282

the SS. This correction factor could be estimated283

in real time during driving, but as its dynamics are284

very slow it is considered a constant (at 33%) for285

the purposes of this work. Also, the efficiency of286

the DC-DC converter is defined to be constant at287

ηdcdc = 96% [29]. Thus the overall efficiency of the288

SS can be expressed as289

ηSS =

{ Vbat,OC

Vbat
ηdcdc PSS < 0

Vbat

Vbat,OC
ηreηdcdc PSS ≥ 0

, (9)290

in which PSS is the SS power at the DC-link.291

To allow simplification of (9) and make it more292

usable for the optimization in the next section, bat-293

tery voltage can be substituted with current. The294

battery voltage is modelled to be a function of Ibat295

and SOC. However, Vbat,OC has Ibat = 0 so we can296

determine that Vbat,OC = f(SOC). Similarly, Ibat297

is a function of SOC and Vbat, which can however298

be expressed as a function of PSS as follows:299

Ibat =

{

PSS ·ηdcdc

Vbat
PSS < 0

PSS

Vbat·ηdcdc
PSS ≥ 0

. (10)300

Table 1: Parameter values of the Li-ion battery

Parameter Symbol Value

Fully charged voltage VFull 250.2572 V
Nominal Voltage Vnom 215 V
Rated capacity Qmax 20 Ah
Capacity at Vnom Qnom 18.087 Ah
Battery constant voltage E0 232.926 V
Polarization constant K1 0.06068 V/(Ah)
Polarization resistance K2 0.06068 Ω
Internal resistance Rbat 0.1075 Ω
Time constant (I∗bat) τr 30 s
Nominal discharge current inom 8.6957 A
EZ amplitude A 18.266 V
EZ time constant inverse B 3.0531 (Ah)−1

Now, by considering (9) and (10) the overall effi-301

ciency of the SS is given by302

ηSS =

{ Vbat,OCIbat

PSS ·v PSS < 0

PSS ·v
Vbat,OCIbat

PSS ≥ 0
, (11)303

where304

v =

{

1 PSS < 0

ηre PSS ≥ 0
. (12)305

The symmetry of ηSS in (11) allows the efficiency306

to be expressed as307

ηSS =

{

1/η∗SS PSS < 0

η∗SS PSS ≥ 0
, (13)308

where309

η∗SS(PSS , SOC, Ibat) =
PSS · v

Vbat,OCIbat
. (14)310

It’s worth noting that the SS efficiency ηSS ∈311

[0, 1] for both PSS < 0 and PSS ≥ 0, as is expected312

from an efficiency term. However, the term η∗SS313

is not strictly speaking an efficiency, as it repre-314

sents the inverse of the SS efficiency during charg-315

ing operation (PSS < 0), for which η∗SS ∈ [1,∞]316

and therefore overall η∗SS ∈ [0,∞]. The expression317

of η∗SS is used later to simplify the optimization318

process.319

The defined SS efficiency can now be determined320

experimentally, analytically or through simulations.321

The methodology and results presented in [23] took322

the latter approach, so the analytical method will323

be presented in this paper.324

Lithium-ion batteries are often modelled using325

equivalent electric circuits of varying orders [30].326
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The battery model used here [31] is a modified ver-327

sion of Shepherd’s electrochemical equations that328

describe the battery dynamics using its physical329

parameters, offering higher accuracy. The model330

has been validated against experimental data and331

key parameters are given in Table 1. It has minor332

differences in dynamics between charging and dis-333

charging operation to account for differences in the334

polarization resistance. However, below only the335

discharging dynamics are presented, although the336

dynamics of each mode of operation were consid-337

ered when performing the analysis and producing338

the efficiency map in this paper. The key discharg-339

ing dynamic of the battery model is given by340

Vbat = E0 −
Qmax ·K1Q

Qmax −Q
− Qmax ·K2I

∗

bat

Qmax −Q
(15)341

+Ae−B·Q −Rbat · Ibat,342
343

where the I∗bat variable is a low-pass filtered version344

of Ibat flowing through the polarization resistance345

K2; A and B are constants related to the Exponen-346

tial Zone (EZ) as shown in Table 1; and Q repre-347

sents the consumed charge and is related to SOC348

by349

SOC = 1− Q

Qmax
. (16)350

To make the efficiency model time-invariant, it351

is assumed that I∗bat = Ibat, so that we obtain the352

efficiencies for steady-state operation. To obtain353

Vbat,OC , (15) should be substituted with Ibat = 0354

to create open circuit conditions. To express this355

as a function of SOC, we substitute with (16) to356

give357

Vbat,OC(SOC) = E0 −
K1 ·Qmax(1 − SOC)

SOC
(17)

358

+Ae−B·Qmax(1−SOC).359
360

Lastly, Ibat can be determined by combining (10),361

(15) and (16) to produce the following quadratic362

equation363

aI2bat + bIbat + c = 0, (18)364

where365

a =
K2

SOC
+Rbat,366

b =
K1Qmax(1 − SOC)

SOC
− E0 −Ae−B·Qmax(1−SOC),367

c =
PSS

ηdcdc
.368
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Figure 5: SS efficiency, ηSS , for varying charging (negative)
and discharging (positive) SS power demand, PSS , and SOC,
using ηre=1.

Thus, we obtain the battery current as370

Ibat(PSS , SOC) =
−b±

√
b2 − 4ac

2a
, (19)371

where it is only a function of PSS and SOC. This372

allows the expression of (14) as follows:373

η∗SS(PSS , SOC) =
PSS · v

Vbat,OCIbat
. (20)374

Equations (17) and (19) are then iteratively solved375

for SOC ∈ [0.50, 0.80] and PSS ∈ [−30, 30] kW376

in steps of 1% and 1 kW respectively before being377

substituted into (20) and then (13) to provide the378

efficiency of the SS. The obtained results are pre-379

sented in Fig. 5.380

As expected, the SS is most efficient at low mag-381

nitudes of power. Furthermore, it is interesting to382

note that the charging becomes slightly more ef-383

ficient at lower SOC levels, while discharging be-384

comes slightly more efficient at higher SOC levels.385

Thus, if efficient operation is encouraged, charge386

sustaining is indirectly taking place to a limited ex-387

tent.388

3.3. Total Efficiency389

Having obtained the efficiencies for both the PS390

and the SS in (5) and (11) respectively, the com-391

bined total efficiency (for PPS + PSS > 0) can be392

expressed as393

ηtot =

{

PPS+PSS

PPS/ηPS+PSS ·ηSS
PSS < 0

PPS+PSS

PPS/ηPS+PSS/ηSS
PSS ≥ 0

, (21)394

which can be simplified using (13) to395

ηtot =
PPS + PSS

PPS/ηPS + PSS/η∗SS

. (22)396
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To simplify further, the individual powers of the397

sources can be expressed as a fraction of PPL, the398

total power requested by the PL, according to399

u =
PPS

PPL
, (23)400

401

PPS + PSS = PPL, (24)402

giving a single decision variable u (for PPL > 0)403

to determine both PPS and PSS . Thus the total404

efficiency can be formulated as405

ηtot(u, PPL, SOC) =
ηPSη

∗

SS

ηPS(1 − u) + η∗SSu
. (25)406

4. Supervisory Control Systems407

Having obtained expressions for the total effi-408

ciency of the energy sources, intelligent decisions409

can be made by the SCS. This section presents410

the novel Efficiency Maximizing Map (EMM) con-411

trol strategy that utilizes the previous analysis to412

maximize the efficiency at any given time. This413

is followed by the improved Efficiency Maximizing414

and Charge Sustaining Map (EMCSM) control that415

goes a step further to operate in a charge sustaining416

fashion. Finally, two separate conventional control417

schemes are introduced for benchmarking purposes.418

These are only covered briefly as they have been de-419

scribed more thoroughly in the referenced papers.420

4.1. Efficiency Maximizing Map Control421

The fundamental principle of the EMM control422

is to operate the energy sources such that the effi-423

ciency ηtot is maximized. As it is clear from the def-424

inition of this variable in the previous sub-section,425

it depends on two defined variables (PPL and SOC)426

and one decision variable (u). The objective is thus427

to produce a map for the optimal decision variable428

given the defined variables, according to429

EMM : [uopt] = f(PPL, SOC). (26)430

The optimization problem can be formulated as431

PEMM

{

max
u

ηtot

0 ≤ u ≤ PPSmax

PPL

(27)432

and can be solved through a simple iterative pro-433

cess using exhaustive search within the search space434

of SOC ∈ [0.50, 0.80], PSS ∈ [−30, 30] kW and435

PPS ∈ [0, 34] kW. Note that the search for ωICE ∈436
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Figure 6: Optimal power share uopt and corresponding total
efficiency ηtot for varying power requirement PPL at SOC
levels of 50%, 65% and 80% (as given in legend).

[1000, 2225] RPM is not needed due to the pre-437

computation of ωICE,opt = f(PPS) as shown in Fig.438

4, thus significantly reducing computational time439

(which is not a significant issue, as optimization is440

performed off-line). The efficiency is therefore com-441

puted for every feasible combination of values for442

the defined and the decision variables and the opti-443

mal u is selected in each case (the range of u is set444

by the PPL of interest and PPSmax (34 kW) and is445

appropriately discretized). Note that the optimiza-446

tion is only performed for PPL > 0 as the optimal447

control input is trivial (u = 0) during regenerative448

braking. Once this optimization is performed, the449

EMM control map is obtained.450

The optimal power share factor uopt with varying451

power demand is shown in Fig. 6 together with the452

realized efficiency ηtot. It can be seen that the SCS453

chooses to operate SS-only mode during low PPL454

and almost PS-only mode during mid-range PPL.455

For higher power requirements the EMM control456

uses a blended mode to drive the powertrain. It’s457

worth noting that the dependence of uopt on SOC-458

levels is quite limited, as could be expected from459

the efficiency plot of the SS in Fig. 5. The total460

efficiency ηtot that is realized by this selection of u461

is quite steady above 30% for most power require-462

ments.463

As mentioned in Section 3.2, the replenishing ef-464

ficiency ηre has been fixed as a constant at 33%,465

which corresponds to the typical efficiency of the466

PS, as shown in Fig. 3. To confirm this value, and467

to demonstrate its limited sensitivity to driving cy-468

cles, simulations are run for three driving cycles to469

compare the resulting fuel economy. Results for470

equivalent fuel consumption meq (defined later in471
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Figure 7: Normalized fuel economy for varying selections of
ηre for the factor v. Meq = 1 corresponds to the minimum
equivalent fuel consumption for each driving cycle.

Section 5.3) are normalized as follows:472

Meq =
meq

meq,min
, (28)473

where meq,min corresponds to the minimum equiv-474

alent fuel consumption obtained for a given driving475

cycle. These results are shown in Fig. 7. As can be476

seen, the optimal range of ηre is around 32-34% for477

all driving cycles, just before the knee of the graph478

at 35% that corresponds to the maximum efficiency479

of the PS.480

4.2. Efficiency Maximizing and Charge Sustaining481

Map Control482

The EMM control has no inherent constraints in483

terms of SOC, so the battery could end up depleted484

or overcharged and permanently damaged. To ad-485

dress this, a charge sustaining factor k is included486

in the control design, which encourages the battery487

to be charged at low SOC values and discharged at488

high SOC values. This bias is introduced in the ex-489

pression of total efficiency, by weighting the input490

power of the SS as follows:491

ηCS(u, PPL, SOC) =
ηPSη

∗

SS

ηPS(1− u) + kη∗SSu
. (29)492

For k > 1, the SS discharging power becomes493

heavier, causing it to be reduced by the optimiza-494

tion algorithm. Simultaneously the SS charging495

power becomes heavier, but since it is a negative496

quantity, this actually encourages further charging497

of the battery (as ṁf is always positive and we are498

aiming to minimize the denominator). Conversely,499

for smaller k values, the discharging of the SS be-500

comes more attractive and charging less desirable.501

The new objective is not only to maximize the ef-502

ficiency but also to keep the SOC levels within a503

Table 2: Definition of charge sustaining factor k

k(SOC%) Defined such that

k(80) u = 0 for PPL ≤ PSSmax

k(75) 1− (1− k(80))/4
k(70) No correction
k(60) No correction
k(55) 1 + (k(50)− 1)/4
k(50) u ≥ 1 for 0 < PPL ≤ PPSmax
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Figure 8: Charge sustaining factor, k, as a function of SOC.

certain range. The upper limit of SOC in this case504

has been chosen to be 80% to allow a buffer for505

regenerative braking, as well as to avoid very high506

SOC that accelerates degradation of the battery.507

Similarly a lower limit of 50% is chosen to limit the508

depth of discharge to 30%, as it is exponentially509

related to battery degradation. Thus, the new op-510

timization problem to be solved can be expressed511

as512

PEMCSM











max
u

ηCS

0 ≤ u ≤ PPSmax

PPL

0.50 ≤ SOC ≤ 0.80

. (30)513

To ensure operation within this SOC range the514

charge sustaining factor k is shaped according to515

the rules presented in Table 2. During operation516

at high SOC, the PS is used to a minimal extent517

while at lower SOC the PS is often charging the518

SS. The resultant profile for the charge sustaining519

factor k is shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the520

lower values of SOC are associated with a high k521

value, encouraging the SCS to charge the battery,522

as discussed above. Similarly, at high SOC values,523

the k value is low and thus encourages the battery524

to be discharged. There is a flat region between525

60% and 70% where no modification is desired.526

This charge sustaining factor is implemented and527

new maps are produced for optimal power share fac-528

tor uopt and total efficiency ηtot in Figs. 9 and 10529

respectively. Clearly the power share factor is con-530

sistently higher for lower SOC (often larger than531
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one) and quite low (often zero) for higher SOC.532

The charge sustaining factor thus seems successful533

in maintaining the SOC within the desired thresh-534

olds and the resulting power share is in accordance535

with the rules defined in Table 2. However, it is536

clear from Fig. 10 that this charge sustaining cor-537

rection comes at the expense of efficiency in the538

case of extreme SOC values. Arguably, it is better539

to suffer some reduced efficiency immediately rather540

than damaging the battery or for that matter suffer541

heavy inefficiency later. Thus, over longer periods542

of driving, the EMCSM could be more efficient.543
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Figure 9: Power share factor uopt for varying power require-
ment PPL and SOC, with charge being sustained.
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Figure 10: Total efficiency ηtot for varying power require-
ment PPL and SOC, with charge being sustained.

4.3. Thermostat Control Strategy544

The Thermostat Control Strategy (TCS) is a sim-545

ple, robust SCS that achieves a good fuel economy546

[32, 33]. It is the most conventional control strategy547

for series HEVs and is a suitable benchmark for the548

EMM and EMCSM control. The basic principle is549

to run the PS at its optimal point and have the SS550

act as an equalizer, as551

PSS = PPL − PPS,opt (31)552

where PPS,opt is defined to be at 22 kW at 1700553

RPM as shown in Fig. 3. This mode of operation554

is valid until the SOC reaches its upper threshold555

(SOCU = 80%), at which point it enters a mode556

of SS-only operation. This mode quickly depletes557

the SS and once the SOC hits the lower threshold558

(SOCL = 50%) it returns to operate the PS at its559

optimal point. This logic is implemented by S(t),560

which is the state determining whether the engine-561

generator set is active (S(t) = 1) or not (S(t) = 0):562

S(t) =







0 SOC(t) ≥ SOCU

S(t−) SOCL < SOC(t) < SOCU

1 SOC(t) ≤ SOCL

.

(32)563

For the purpose of stable operation an additional564

rule is also introduced: the PS reduces its supply565

of power to a minimum level (PPSmin = 7 kW)566

during the event of regenerative braking, to avoid567

overcharging the battery.568

4.4. Power Follower Control Strategy569

As an alternative to the TCS the series HEV is of-570

ten equipped with a Power Follower Control Strat-571

egy (PFCS) [8, 33]. Rather than using the ICE at572

its most efficient point of operation, the PFCS gen-573

erally has the PS follow the load of the PL, with574

some consideration for the SOC. When the load575

from the motor (PPL) is low and SOC is high, the576

SS is selected to deliver the power to the vehicle577

(S(t) = 0). Conversely, when PPL is high or SOC is578

low, the PS is selected to meet the load (S(t) = 1).579

These states are defined as shown in Fig. 11.580

For S(t) = 0, we always have PPS = 0. For581

S(t) = 1, the operation of the PS is defined as582

PPS(t) =







PPSmin SOC(t) ≥ SOCU

Pm(t) SOCL < SOC(t) < SOCU

PPSmax SOC(t) ≤ SOCL

(33)583

where Pm is given by584

Pm(t) = PPL + Pch

[

SOCU + SOCL

2
− SOC(t)

]

.

(34)585

As shown, the PS is essentially following the load586

PL when the SOC is at the midpoint between587

SOCL and SOCU , but biases the operation in588
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S(t) = S(t−)

S(t) = 1
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1
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Figure 11: The PFCS operates in two different states, de-
pending on given SOC and PPL, and has an area of hystere-
sis in between. Here, Pmax = PPSmax + PSSmax.

favour of charging or discharging the SS in the cases589

of low and high SOC respectively. The bias is scaled590

by Pch which is tuned to optimise fuel economy591

(Pch = 0.5 in this work). Note that in general592

PSS 6= 0 when S(t) = 1.593

5. Results594

The implemented SCS can now be simulated to595

investigate operation and performance. Simula-596

tions are run for three different driving cycles: the597

NYCC is low-speed urban driving; the EUDC is598

European highway driving; and FTP-75 combines599

urban and high-speed driving.600

5.1. Power Profiles601

The EUDC cycle is relatively short and shows602

most clearly the mode of operation of the SCS, so603

only the power profiles of this driving cycle are pre-604

sented here. Also, the operation of the EMM and605

EMCSM are practically identical when observing606

the power profiles, so only EMCSM is shown. Figs.607

12, 13 and 14 illustrate the power time histories for608

the PS, SS and PL for the TCS, PFCS and EM-609

CSM control respectively. As the TCS and PFCS610

operate in two very distinct modes which require611

a slightly longer timeframe to observe, results have612

been presented for two consecutive iterations of the613

EUDC driving cycle.614

The first 280 seconds of the TCS are powered615

fully by the SS, requiring close to the maximum616

power rating of the battery. Thereafter the PS is617

switched on and provides 22 kW constantly, which618
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Figure 12: Power time histories for PS, SS and PL for the
EUDC driving cycle when the TCS is used.
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Figure 13: Power time histories for PS, SS and PL for the
EUDC driving cycle when the PFCS is used.

is its optimal point of operation. There are occa-619

sional dips in power from the PS during regener-620

ative braking, to ensure the SS is not overloaded.621

During this second stage of operation, the battery622

is almost always being intensively charged, apart623

from the occasions where required power PPL ex-624

ceeds the optimal point of operation of the PS.625

Similarly, the PFCS opens by operating with SS626

only, but soon enters its hybrid mode. During627

cruising at lower speeds (<7 kW) the PS operates628

steadily at minimum power, while during accelera-629

tions and high-speed cruising the PS ends up pro-630

viding all the power apart from during times of fast631

transitions or power requirements in excess of the632

maximum ratings of the PS (34 kW). The PS power633

profile is essentially following the PL power, but634

there is an offset (that is proportional to the SOC635

deviation) that decreases with progression into the636

driving cycle.637

Lastly, the EMCSM control is applying the effi-638

ciency maximizing power share factor as derived in639
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Figure 14: Power time histories for PS, SS and PL for the
EUDC driving cycle when the EMCSM control is used.

the previous section. The EMCSM control finds it640

more efficient to use the PS for cruising at lower641

speeds as well and also avoids pushing the PS to642

very high power levels. The EMCSM is thus the643

most conservative in terms of using the SS (quite of-644

ten PSS = 0), which is also beneficial for the health645

and longevity of the battery.646

5.2. State-of-Charge Profiles647

In addition to studying the power profiles for648

the different SCSs it is interesting to compare their649

SOC profiles, which are presented in Figs. 15, 16650

and 17 for the three driving cycles. As SOC is a651

quite slow dynamic, results for repeated driving cy-652

cles have been presented (16x NYCC, 8x EUDC653

and 4x FTP-75).654

The nature of the TCS is very apparent in the655

zigzagging between the SOC boundaries, as the bat-656

tery is alternately charging and discharging. The657

high-speed driving of the EUDC produces almost a658

triangle wave as the charging and discharging pow-659

ers are quite persistent and balanced. However, as660

the NYCC and FTP-75 driving cycles are often op-661

erating at zero or low powers, the charging of the662

battery is very rapid when the PS produces 22 kW.663

This results in the SOC profiles looking more like664

a sawtooth wave. Similarly, the PFCS also tends665

to behave in an oscillating fashion due to its oper-666

ation in two distinct states, where S(t) = 0 often667

leads to discharging patterns similar to the TCS668

(for EUDC and FTP-75 in particular). However,669

the charging is significantly less aggressive, as seen670

in the previous sub-section, leading to a decrease in671

the amplitude (or frequency) of the oscillations.672

However, the EMM control does not oscillate and673

instead drifts away from the initial SOC (although674
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Figure 15: SOC time histories for the NYCC driving cycle
for the four presented control systems.
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Figure 16: SOC time histories for the EUDC driving cycle
for the four presented control systems.

at a very slow pace for the EUDC) but is not con-675

strained to any particular SOC range. Therefore,676

the SOC can be seen to exceed 80% which is not de-677

sirable as discussed previously in Section 3.2. This678

is however addressed by EMCSM which can be seen679

to follow the EMM profile until the SOC exceeds680

70% and thereafter it begins saturating. As none681

of the driving cycles are very aggressive the satura-682

tion is around 74% (rather than closer to 80%).683

5.3. Fuel Economy684

The fuel consumption and the final SOC for each685

driving cycle (again for 16x NYCC, 8x EUDC and686

4x FTP-75) and control strategy are presented in687

Table 3, together with the equivalent fuel consump-688

tion meq. The fuel economy is evaluated by com-689

paring meq, which considers the shortage/surplus690

of final SOC. Many analytical methods have been691

described in defining such an equivalence between692

SOC and fuel consumption [34, 27, 35]. This paper693

has used the mapping of data from the efficiency694
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Table 3: Comparison of Fuel Economy

16x NYCC 8x EUDC 4x FTP-75

TCS PFCS EMM EMCSM TCS PFCS EMM EMCSM TCS PFCS EMM EMCSM

Fuel [kg] 0.863 1.123 0.975 0.828 2.164 2.130 1.823 1.823 1.980 2.170 1.983 1.911
SOC [%] 61.20 80.02 87.56 74.20 80.04 76.39 63.74 63.74 53.96 72.23 79.66 73.69
meq [kg] 0.916 0.967 0.741 0.732 2.001 2.012 1.840 1.840 2.132 2.095 1.831 1.821
∆meq [%] 0 +5.6% -19.1% -20.0% 0 +2.2% -8.3% -8.3% 0 -1.7% -14.1% -14.6%
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Figure 17: SOC time histories for the FTP-75 driving cycle
for the four presented control systems.

analysis presented in Section 3, and considered how695

much fuel would be consumed/saved in bringing the696

SS back to its initial SOC. Of course, in reality there697

is no constraint such that the final SOC needs to698

be same as the initial SOC as during real driving699

there would be a mix of varying types of driving700

and it is often beneficial to store surplus charge in701

the battery. However, to ensure fair evaluation of702

fuel economy, this is needed.703

If the final SOC exceeds the initial SOC, this can704

be considered as the SS having been charged too705

much or being discharged to little. The former ap-706

proach is chosen, but the optimal approach would707

depend on the driving cycle. One of the most com-708

mon points of operation for the PS when charging709

the SS is at 22 kW. If the PS instead operates at 21710

kW for some of these times, and thus charges the711

battery with 1 kW less, then some fuel would be712

saved and when done enough could bring the final713

SOC in alignment with the initial SOC. Thus the714

equivalency between fuel and SOC during surplus715

charge can be defined as716

sc =
ṁf,22 − ṁf,21

Ibat,1
· 72, 000 (35)717

where the subscripts 1, 21 and 22 signify the point718

of operation for the PS and SS and the factor of719

72,000 (as Qmax = 20 · 3600As) is used to convert720

the units from kg/As to kg per unit SOC.721

For the case of the final SOC being less than the722

initial SOC, the same approach could be used, but a723

more precise method would be to consider the case724

of the PS charging the SS at its optimal point at725

the end of the driving cycle (the vehicle being sta-726

tionary). Thus no assumptions need to be made727

with respect to the driving schedules. This ap-728

proach produces the following equivalency between729

fuel and SOC during shortage of charge:730

sd =
ṁf,22

Ibat,22
· 72, 000. (36)731

These two expressions provide us with sc = 1.04732

kg/SOC and sd = 1.38 kg/SOC that are used to733

determine the total equivalent fuel as follows:734

meq =

{

mf + sc ·∆SOC ∆SOC < 0

mf + sd ·∆SOC ∆SOC > 0
, (37)735

where ∆SOC = SOCinitial − SOCfinal. There are736

more accurate methods to estimate sc and sd but737

these are more complex and driving cycle sensitive.738

The presented method is sufficient for the purposes739

of this work and the possible error in overall fuel740

economy has been mitigated by comparing results741

from repeated driving cycles.742

The simulation results and the computed meq are743

presented in Table 3, together with ∆meq which744

shows the percentage difference compared to the745

TCS. The EMCSM control is achieving an improve-746

ment of about 8% for high way driving, about 20%747

for urban driving, and 15% for mixed driving as748

compared to TCS. The improvement over the PFCS749

is even larger, apart from the FTP-75 driving cycle.750

The EMCSM control performs marginally better751

than the EMM control, despite (as was discussed752

in Section 3.2) the instantaneous optimality of op-753

eration being compromised to maintain the bat-754

tery within the desired range of SOC. This is ex-755

plained by the long-term benefits of operating in756
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a more efficient SOC-region of the battery as well757

as the reduced number of engine-start events. In758

the case of NYCC, the EMM control exceeds the759

desired range of SOC and reaches 87.56%, while760

the EMCSM saturates around 74.20%. However, in761

the case of EUDC, the fuel economy of EMM and762

EMCSM are identical as the SOC never deviates763

enough from the initial SOC to require any charge-764

sustaining modification (it always remains between765

60% and 70%). The fuel economy results are also766

shown visually in Fig. 18.767

6. Conclusions768

A SCS that maximizes the powertrain efficiency769

has been proposed in this paper. To obtain the770

overall powertrain efficiency, the component effi-771

ciencies of the ICE, generator, rectifier, battery and772

DC-DC converter are considered. The study dived773

particularly deep into the battery efficiency com-774

pared to past work and considered charging and775

discharging efficiencies separately. The overall ef-776

ficiency of the powertrain was then expressed as a777

single expression that it optimized off-line to pro-778

duce a control map. This map takes the load re-779

quest of the PL and the SOC of the battery as in-780

puts in real-time and provides the optimal power781

share factor uopt as output, directly determining782

the power supply of the PS and SS. To ensure783

charge sustaining operation, a weight factor was in-784

troduced to bias the powertrain in favour of charg-785

ing the battery during states of low SOC and dis-786

charging the battery at high SOC.787

Simulation results for three diverse driving cy-788

cles have been obtained using a dynamical, physics-789

based series HEV model to show stable, healthy790

and efficient operation. The EMCSM control out-791

performed the TCS and PFCS control strategies by792

about 15% and 13% respectively in fuel economy793

for mixed driving which is similar or better than794

most ECMS results in literature. Furthermore, the795

study of power and SOC profiles show the EMCSM796

to be significantly less aggressive on the battery797

compared to the other SCSs. This affects both the798

safety and longevity of the battery.799
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